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Agenda

 Quick Refresher on Dynamic Pricing and RM

 Illustrative Method for Implementing Dynamic Pricing 

and RM Concepts

 Discussion
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Two Sides of Revenue Management

Capacity 

Control

Pricing
Revenue Benefits 

may even be 

greater than for 

capacity control

Revenue Benefits 

of 4 – 8 percent 

are commonly 

reported
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What is Revenue Management?

 Disciplined Pricing (process and technology)

 Data-Driven decision-making

 Leveraging market segmentation principles

 Focused on incremental revenue/profit opportunities

 Playing the odds

 HIGHLY PROFITABLE
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Fundamental Principles of YM

Forecast Demand

and

Available Inventory
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Fundamental Principles of YM

Forecast Demand

and

Available Inventory

Set Optimal

Inventory Controls 

and Prices
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Fundamental Principles of YM

Revise

Forecasts

Forecast Demand

and

Available Inventory

Set Optimal

Inventory Controls 

and Prices
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What’s Different About the RM 

Product Structure?

 One of the cornerstones of RM is a differentiated product 

and price offering.  

 Product differentiation often goes beyond physical and 

service characteristics (e.g., purchase- and usage-based)

 Products are targeted to multiple market segments and 

are priced according to each segment’s willingness to pay

 Prices and discounts are not static but managed 

dynamically over time in response to the market 

dynamics.
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Elements of a Convention Center  

RM System

 Revenue Management Calendar

– Highlights and prioritizes opportunities

– Provides guidance to sales staff and Convention Center 

Management

 Demand Forecast, serving as a key input to establishing 

profit maximizing prices

 Rental Request Profitability Evaluator

 Meeting Room Availability Calendar

Ask Yourself: 

What do we have today?

How can we improve what we currently have?
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The RM Calendar
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The RM Calendar
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The RM Calendar
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The RM Calendar
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The RM Calendar
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Notes for The RM Calendar
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Demand Forecast

Threshold (Bid) Prices are driven by the demand 

forecast
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Evaluating a Rental Request
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Evaluating a Rental Request
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Meeting Room Availability
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Getting Started: Data Collection

 Historical Sales Summary Report

– Date/Day of Week

– Services Required

– Space required (e.g., square footage, meeting rooms, etc.)

– Financials (Overall costs and revenues as well as detailed 

line items)

– Type of Event

– When Event was Booked

 As appropriate, data to support regional impact 

statements
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Data Supporting Advanced System

 Lost Business Report

– Requested Date

– Actual Date (if available)

– Pricing Offered

– Reason Lost

– Actual Venue (if available)

– Pricing Accepted (if available)
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Summary Thoughts

 Regardless of the extent to which you are currently 

practicing revenue management or dynamic pricing, 

opportunities to earn incremental profits exist

 If your pricing is currently static (or relatively so):

– Identify highest and lowest demand days

– Modify your prices (or promotions) for these days OR 

selectively choose what types of events to accept

– Track your results; broaden your efforts where appropriate

 If you currently vary your prices:

– Identify how you might expand/improve your efforts

– Develop feedback mechanisms and performance metrics
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Thank You!  Let’s Talk!
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General Criteria for Flexible Demand Based Pricing at LACC 
Yield Management 

 
 

The goal is to maximize the utilization of the space asset with the highest 
returns/revenues at most optimum periods (high or low demand) and market conditions 
through solicitation and retention of clients based on demand and space inventory. 
 
Considerations: 
 

A. Criteria applicable to only events booked through LACC. 
 
B. Citywide bookings, those events booked through LA Inc., the Los Angeles 

Convention and Visitors Bureau window of booking will not be impacted and are 
excluded. 

 
C. Criteria are not to be used to displace/compete with licensed or pending citywide 

bookings. 
 

D. When fully employed Demand Based Pricing/Yield Management/Revenue 
Management has the potential to result in 2% to 8% in revenue gain opportunities. 

 
E. LACC to report 9 months after implementation with results and 

recommendations.  
 
Criteria to be considered when implementing yield management (including but not 
limited to) 
 

1. Target slow months (low occupancy/low demand) based on historical trends and 
forecast, ex. December, April, September.  

 
2. Target slow periods in high demand months, i.e. fill in days between move-

in/move outs.  
 

3. Target new events replacing cancelled events within a 12 month period, i.e. filling 
space that has been vacated on short notice.  

 
4. Target events that can occur under special circumstances, i.e. road closures for 

Grammy’s and Emmy’s, Superbowl Sunday, etc.  
 
5. Target events that will execute multiple licenses within two years. 
 
6. Target multiple events (non citywides) competing for the same dates and space. 
 
7. Target new events that are determined as value added to capture market share. 
 
8. Target new events to enhance market penetration.  

 
9. Target events that can co-exist with special content events (Erotica LA, DUB 

Show, Tatoo Show) when pricing is considered. 
 

10. Target events with strong ancillary services potential. 



                     



       



                         



                         



                         



                         
                         



                         
                         



                         
                           



                         



                         



   





















100$Angeles Convention Center

INTERDEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

DATE: May 13,2009

TO: John Wickham, Legislative Analyst
Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst

FROM:

Terry Martin Brown, Assistant City Attorney
Office the City Attorney

l\1 qui~
l~teri A stant General Manager & CFO
Los Ange es Convention Center

SUBJECT: FLEXIBLE DEMAND BASED SPACE RENTAL PRICING (FDBSRP)

Pursuant to various meetings, discussions, inquiries and previously submitted correspondence
and in accordance with the 2009-10 FY Budget deliberations regarding Flexible Demand-Based
Space Rental Pricing (FDBSRP), also referenced as Yield Management, Revenue Management,
or Dynamic Pricing in many industries, the Los Angeles Convention Center (LACC) hereby
submits additional details as referenced in the CAO Budget Memo of May 5, 2009. To further
clarify, the purpose of the FDBSRP is to maximize the space utilization at the LACC and
generate returns in support of maintenance, upkeep and operations of this public facility in
serving its envisioned purpose. Additionally, the attraction and hosting of events at LACC
generates significant economic impact, including support of related industry jobs. Increases in
number of events hosted tend to also increase the public benefits component of the business of
LACC. In contrast during instances when LACC space assets are available and not utilized, the
public vested interest in LACC is not adequately addressed. .

As such, the primary purpose of the data provided is to illustrate the situations that would trigger
the use of the FDBSRP based on historical events, examples and trends that are anticipated to
occur on an ongoing basis. The criteria are classified under the main alternatives that were
identified by your respective Offices:

I. REDUCED RATES FOR IDENTIFIED PERIODS OF TIME

A. BOOK SPACE AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXECUTED EVENT LICENSE CANCELLATION

Criteria: Show Management cancels, moves or changes space/period needs of licensed
event within 12 months of the event.

Supporting documentation: Letter from Show Management canceling the event.

1201 South Figueroa Street Los Angeles, California 90015 Phone (213) 741-1151

A facility of the City of Los Angeles

Fax (213) 765-4266
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When a citywide event cancels within two (2) years of the event, the LACVB and the
LACC will collaborate to find a replacement event. However, if these efforts do not come
to fruition, opportunities for the use of FDBSP can be pursued. Likewise, if a local or
regional event booked by the LACC Sales Team cancels, and space remains unsold
within a twelve (12) month period, the LACC may utilize the Flexible Demand-Based
Space Rental Pricing to fill the space.

B. BOOK SPACE DURING LOW DEMAND PERIOD

Criteria: Occupancy below 65% for the month

Supporting documentation: Occupancy information from EBMS based on historical
trends as well as forecast.

Criteria: Occupancy dates considered "undesirable" between shows, and slow periods
in high demand months

Supporting documentation: Space booking information from EBMS, such as fill in
days between move-in and move-outs, or road closures for Grammy's, Emmy's,
Holidays, etc.

Examples:

In January 2009, the LACC experienced 56% occupancy because the Gift Show has
reduced its space occupancy.

In July 2007, the LACC experienced 58% occupancy due to the July 4thHoliday and the
Gift Show with its reduced space requirements.

In December 2007, the LACC experienced 31% occupancy due to the Holidays.

In April 2008, the LACC experienced 52% occupancy because Westec has reduced its
space occupancy.

Other examples in FY 2009-2010 that show little or no business activity in the West Hall
and the South Hall are as follows:

Period: Spaces with Little or No Activity

July 23-Sept 7, 2009
Sept. 14 - 30, 2009
Oct. 16-Nov. 14,2009
Oct. 26 - Nov. 6, 2009
Dec. 17 - Jan. 10, we9'UlIO

Jan. 25 - Feb. 10, 200iTMIO

Feb. 17 - Mar. 4, 2009- 2.010

All spaces
South-Hall
South Hall
West Hall
All spaces
West and South Halls
West Hall
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(J) Level and degree of competition with other comparable facilities
(2) Anticipated hotel occupancy tax revenues to the City
(3) Estimated food and beverage expenditure by the licensee and/or attendees at the

facility
(4) Anticipated fees for telecommunications, utilities, audio-visual services, exhibitor booth

cleaning, parking and other, related revenue to the department and
(5) Economic benefit to the community.

The following considerations will be adhered to:

a. Criteria applicable only to LACC-booked events
b. Citywide bookings, handled by the LACVB will be excluded
c. Criteria will not displace or compete with licensed or pending citywide bookings

Additional Information:

A Convention Sports & Leisure (CSL) Organizational Structure and Research study dated
June 5, 2008 identified other City-owned convention centers that offered. pricing
concessions and flexibility to discount rent to maximize revenue and economic benefit.
Among them are convention centers in Anaheim, Phoenix, San Antonio and Nashville.

•

V. VERIFICATION AND APPROVAL

It is recommended that when a new license with FDBSRP is ready for approval, the form
(please refer to attached sample) and documents will be forwarded to the Office of the
Mayor for approval. Due to the nature of the business capture, a three (3) day turn-around
time is requested, after which the LACC would be able to execute the license with the client.
Additionally, the LACC will report, on agreed-upon frequency, on the results of the
FDBSRP program.

VI. ADDITIONAL CONTRACTUAL LANGUAGE

To ensure that the licensee is aware of the limited application or of the unique circumstances
of the demand-based pricing, it is recommended that the proposed license agreement would
incorporate the following or similar language, as deemed appropriate by the City Attorney:

"The tenant fully understands and accepts that the pricing reflected in this license is
applicable only to this license for the specific event within the space and dates selected by
the tenant. The execution of this license does not in any way prohibit the' City and the
Los Angeles Convention Center from maximizing the utilization and/or revenue generation
capacity of any other space at the Los Angeles Convention Center, i.e. taking advantage of
yield management practices. n

The primary impact of the Flexible Demand-Based Space Rental Pricing is to maximize
revenue by providing the LACC with an additional set of tools to fill the space. Beyond the
revenue aspect, the consideration of serving the public good is also taken into account. By



LOS ANGELES CONVENTION CENTER
FLEXIBLE DEMAND BASED SPACE RENTPiL PRICING (FDBSRP) APPROVAL

LAce Sales Representative
Date

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

CONTACT & TITLE
ADDRESS

EVENT NAME

OVER·ALL DATES
ATTENDANCE I OTHER INFO

PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY:

Classification Reduced Rates for Identified Periods of Time Adjustments on a caee-av-cese Basis Due to Market Conditions
Other

Book space Antrclpated
Book space Occupancy during Low Ancillary fees

after previously Rate Below Demand Level and for Utl1lty
executed 65% for Petted- Oegree of Services Cilentwll!

license event the Month "Undesirable" Competition Exceed execute
cancellation of the Dates with other Discounted multiple New Events to

within 12 Proposed Between Comparable Space Rental licenses within enhance
Criteria months Event Shows Facilities by 500/0 2 years market share

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Criteria Appucabte II I I I I I I I I I I I I
Doc, Attached II I I I I I I I I I I I I
Supporting Documentation

1 Letter from Show Management cancelling the event

2 Occupancy rate Information from EBMS
3 Space Booking Information from EBMS showing uncooked spaces
4 History of Events Locations

5 Client provides estimate of ancillary fees & commits to revenue esnmetes
Note: Client Is responslote to make lACC whole should revenue not meet estimates

6 Client commits to multiple events

7 Client commits to new event in segments that LACC is 'under-represented"
a Other w Please descibe

1 of 2 FDBSRP Form Approved 05·12/09
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

DATE: March 4, 2009

TO: John Wickham, Legislative Analyst
Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst,

s Convention Center

FROM:

SUBJECT: FLEXIBLE DEMAND-BASED SPACE RENTAL PRIC1NG

Pursuant to the Motion introduced in Council (copy attached) and subsequent Council action, the
Los Angeles Convention Center (LACC) has met with representatives from various Offices to
discuss the establishment and implementation of a flexible demand-based space rental pricing
model for LACC. This concept is widely known and practiced as yield management, revenue
management or dynamic pricing in the industry. It is our understanding that the intent of the
Motion is to build revenue capacity and strongly position LACC within a very competitive
industry in a most challenging economic environment. As such the implementation of this
program in an expeditious manner is of paramount importance.

Flexible demand-based space rental pricing is a business concept widely used in an array of
industries dealing with capacity. In the hospitality industries the goal is to maximize occupancy
and thereby, increase revenue, potentially between 2% to 8% when fully implemented. LACC
has provided support documentation (attached) on the implementation of this practice in the
hospitality industry. Also note that space rental discounting is already in place at LACC, in
accordance to existing discount and booking policies, for attracting and booking citywide events.
The requested change will build on these policies and allow for flexibility to attract more events,
increase occupancy and generate additional revenues. .The implementation of this business
approach at LACC is supported by the Office of the Mayor, the City Council, LA INC., the
Los Angeles Convention and Visitors Bureau (LACVB), which handles citywide bookings, and
the LACC Commissioners.

Additionally and through the LACVB survey of convention centers, the LACC ascertained that
City of Houston-owned George R. Brown Convention Center (GREte) codified its negotiation
of rates in the Municipal Code (See attached). As such, there is precedence already set for this
approach in publicly owned and operated venues. The GRBCC sets a maximum license fee that
a licensee may be charged, but the Director of GRBCC is enabled to set or agree to lower the
license fee based on the following factors:
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Condition 4: Anticipated ancillary fees for utility s.ervices (electrical, telecommunications,
audio-visual services. parking, etc.)

Criteria: Ancillary revenue exceeds discounted space rental by 50%

Supporting documentation: Client provides estimate of anticipated ancillary fees. Calculation of
revenue iii comparison to rental discount (Client commits to revenue estimates. Client is
responsible to make LACC whole should revenues not meet estimates.)

Condition 5: Client will execute mUltiples licenses within 2 years

Criteria: Multiple licenses to be executed within 2 years

Supporting documentation: Client commits to multiple events

Condition 6: Target new events to.enhance market share

Criteria: New events in desired segments of the industry that are determined to be value-added
and that captures or enhances market share in the segment

Supporting documentation: Client commits to license new event in desired segment

The following considerations will also be adhered to:

A. Criteria applicable only to LACC-booked events

B. Citywide bookings handled by the LACVB will be excluded

C. Criteria will not displace or compete with licensed or pending citywide bookings

To further ensure that the licensee is aware of the-Iimlted application or of the unique
circumstsnces of the demand-based pricing, the proposed license agreement may incorporate the
following or similar language as deemed appropriate by the City Attorney.

"The tenant folly understands and accepts that the pricing reflected in this license is applicable only to
this license for the specific event within the space and dates selected by the tenant. The execution of this
license does not in any way prohibit the City and the Los Angeles Convention Center from maximizing the
utilization and/or revenue generation capacity of any other space at the Los Angeles Convention Center,
i.e. taking advantage of yield management practices." .

When a new license is issued, utilizing this pricing methodology, and is ready for approval, form
and documents will be forwarded to the oversight entity (Mayor or CAO) for approval prior to
execution of the license. The LACC will also periodically report on the results of the pilot
program with a final report to Mayor and Council on the outcome of the program at the
conclusion of the pilot period.



1001 Avenida de las Americas Houston, Texas 77010

Contract No., _
10 No. _

THE STATE OF TEXAS §
COUNTY OF HARRIS §

LICENSEAGREEMENT
GEORGE R. BROWN CONVENTIONCENTER

THIS LICENSE AGRE~MENT ("Agreement") is made by and between the CITY OF
HOUSTON, TEXAS (the "City"), acting through the Director of its Convention and Entertainment
Facilities Department (the "Director") whose address is P.O. Box61469, Houston, Texas 77208 (the
"Department"), or such other person as may be designated by the Director and __ --;-,-_--:-

("Licensee"), whose address is

WITNESSETH:

License; The City hereby grants and the Licensee hereby accepts a license to use and to
occupy that portion of the GEORGE R. BROWN CONVENTIONCENTER(the "Facility"), "AS IS", that
is described as follows for the License Period(s) and License Fees described below:

Portion of Facility License Period(s) License Fee(s)
("Premises")'

u:\wpfiles\contract\lkh\20 I S I 1 February 7, 2005
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Houston 1001 Avenida de las Americas Houston, Texas 77010

whenever the Licensee, its agents, employees, contractors, subcontractors, patrons or attendees
is physically present in the Premises and such presence interferes with the use of the Premises by
another licensee as determined by the Director.

The City acknowledges that the sum of $ Dollars has been paid upon
Licensee's execution of this Agreement toward the License Fee. Licensee shall pay the remainder
of $ on or before . Licensee may not
occupy any part of the Premises unless the License Fee set forth above has been paid in full and
Licensee has provided the insurance certificate described in this Agreement. Late payments shall
be subject to a ten (10%) late charge. If Additional Time is required before or after the License
Period, there will be an additional charge of up to $500.00 per hour. All remaining fees above the
minimum rental ofthe Premises (Equipment Rental Charge, Additional Time charges, damages, etc.)
shall be deducted from the Deposit described below and the remainder shall be due within thirty
(30) days of receipt of the post-Event invoice. If payment is not received within the time period
stated herein, the Director may, in his or her sole discretion, assess a ten (10%) late charge in
addition to the invoice amount or the Licensee's dates may be released.

Equipment Rental Charge. The License Fee is for the Premises only and does not include
rental charges for tables, chairs, lecterns, risers, portable dance floor, pianos, podiums,
microphones and sound systems and other equipment. Use of this equipment is at the option and
additional expense of the Licensee. Set-up changes by the Licensee after the initial equipmentset-
up are subject to additional charge.

INSURANCE. LICENSEE SHALL, AT ITS SOLE COST AND EXPENSE, PROCURE AND
MAINTAIN THROUGH THE DURATION OF THE LICENSE PERIOD PLUS ANY ADDITIONAL TIME,
THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM INSURANCE COVEAAGES. NEITHER THE ISSUANCE OF ANY
INSURANCEPOLICY REQUIREOUNDERTHISAGREEMENTNORTHE MINIMUM LIMITS SPECIFIED
BELOW SHALL BE DEEMED TO LIMIT OR RESTRICT IN ANY WAY LICENSEE'S LIABILITY
ARISING UNDER OR OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT. LICENSEE SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY
LOSSES, DAMAGES OR L1ABILITIESSUFFEREOOR INCURREDBY THE:CITY AS THE RE:SULTOF
LICENSEE'S FAILURE TO MAINTAIN OR CAUSE TO BE MAINTAINED THE TYPES OR AMOUNTS
OF INSURANCE REQUIRED TO BE MAINTAINED BY LICENSEE UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS
AGREEMENT.

(i) COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCEAGAINST CLAIMS FOR BODILY
INJURY OR DEATH AND PROPERTY DAMAGE OCCURRING IN OR UPON OR
RESULTING FROM THE PREMISES, SUCH INSURANCE TO AFFORD IMMEDIATE
PROTECTION TO THE LIMITS OF NOT LESS THAN $ PER
OCCURRENCE,AND $ AGGREGATEAND SUCH INSURANCE
SHALL INCLUDE (a) ADVERTISING INJURY AND (b) PERSONAL INJURY; AND

(ii) WORKERS' COMPENSATION (STATUTORY AMOUNn; AND

u:\wpfiles\contraet\lkh\20 151 3 February 7, 2005
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Houston 1001 Avenida de las Americas Houston, Texas 77010

Standard Terms and Conditions. The Standard Terms and Conditions attached hereto
are made a part hereof for all purposes.

Department Rules and Regulations. The Department's Rules and Regulations are
incorporated herein and made a part hereoffor all purposes as though set out herein at length and
Licensee has read and agrees to abide by the terms thereof.

Definitions. All terms either defined herein or capitalized herein shall have the same
meaning in the Standard Terms and Conditions. All terms capitalized herein, but not defined herein,
shall have the meaning assigned to such terms in the Department's Rules and Regulations.

Rejection of Licensee's Offer. The execution and delivery of this Agreementto the City
constitutes an OFFER by Licensee which the City may reject at any time prior to the Director's
execution of this Agreement. The City may reject such offer by depositing written notice to such
effect in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Licensee.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement, the Standard Terms and Conditions, and the
provisions of Chapter 12, Code of Ordinances, Houston, Texas, constitute the entire agreement
between the City and Licensee; no prior written or contemporaneous oral promises or
representations shall be binding upon the City. This Agreement shall not be amended or changed
except by written agreement signed by both parties hereto, In the event of a conflict between this

u;\wpfiles\contract\lkh\20 15 I 5 February 7, 2005



1001 Avenida de las Americas Houston, Texas 77010

IN WITNESS OF WHICH this Agreement has been executed by the Licensee on this
_____ dayof ,200, ,

All copies of the signed Agreement must be received in the Convention and Entertainment
FacilitiesDepartmentoffice no later than .or the License Perioddates
are subject to being released at the sole discretion of the Director.

CITYOF HOUSTON,"City"

"Licensee"

By: By:~N~am--e:-------------------------- Nam-e-:---------------------------

Title: Title:

Date

FORM APPROVED BY CITY LEGAL DEPARTMENT

u:\wpfiies\conlTact\!kb\20 151 7 February 7. 200S



ARTICLE n. LICENSING OF FACILITIES Page 7 ofl4

Sec. 12-47. T.icket surcharge.

(a) In addition to the rental fees specified in this division for occupancy of the George R. Brown
Convention Center, there is imposed a surcharge of not less than $1.00 nor more than $2.00
per ticket for each event, as determined by the director on the basis of the needs of the facility
for maintenance, operation, and improvements. The proceeds of the ticket surcharge for the
George R. Brown Convention Center shall be deposited in the department's operating fund and
shall be utilized for any lawful purpose relating to maintenance, operation or improvement of the
George R. Brown Convention Center as directed by the city council.

(b) Surcharges within the same range and based on the same factors as those provided in
subsection (a) of this section for the George R. Brown Convention Center EIrealso imposed for
occupancy of the Jesse H. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts and the Gus S. Wortham Theater
Center in accordance with contractual provisions established between the city and operating
companies using those facilities. If anyone or more of the agreements with the operating
companies expires or is terminated, the director shall implement the surcharge in accordance
with rules that the director may prescribe for any facility for which no agreement has been
reached. Proceeds from the surcharge, whether imposed contractually or by the director, shall
be retained and utilized for backstage operation and maintenance, theatrical equipment and
depreciable capital improvements of the respective facilities and in accordance with the contract
with the operating company, if a contract exists.

(c) As used herein, the term"ticket" includes all forms of entry control utilized to impose a fee
of any sort for admission to an event with the exception of registration fees for a convention,
entry charges for seated meal functions or fees charged for other functions of like character, as
determined by the director in his sole discretion. The surcharge shall be imposed in accordance
with rules adopted by the director. In addition to any other deposits, the director may require a
deposit for the anticipated surcharge and may require the licensee to use serially numbered
tickets to ensure an accurate accounting of the surcharge. To the extent that the amount of the
surcharge is subject to any tax or fee imposed by law, the licensee shall ensure that entry
charges are adjusted or take whatever other action may be required to ensure that the director
receives the full amount of the surcharge fee.

(d) The financial officers of the city shall be given access to box office records, ticket receipts
and all other documents reasonably required to verify the licensee's accounting of the
surcharge.

(Ord. No. 96-50, § 3,1-17-96; Ord. No. 96-1379, §4,12-18-96; Ord. No. 03-1174, §7,12-3-03; Ord.
No. 08-893, § 2(Exh. A), 10-8-08)

Sec. 12-48. Negotiation of rates.

Whenever in this division a single figure license fee is stated, that amount, or the higher amount
in a range of license fees, shall represent the maximum license fee a licensee may be charged. The
director may, however, set or agree to lower the license fee under sections 12-50 or 1.2-52 (other than
the tax-exempt rate) or any license fee under section 12-53, taking into account the following factors,
provided that the director will endeavor to recover the established license fee for such occupancy:

(1) Level and degree of competition with other comparable facilities;

(2) Anticipated hotel occupancy tax revenues to the city;

(3) Estimated food and beverage expenditure by the licensee andlor attendees at the
facility;

http;/lIibrary6.municode.comldefault-testlDocView/!0123/11101l103 2/512009



ARTICLE II. LICENSING OF FACILITIES Page 9 of14

Sec. 12-51. Reserved.

Sec. 12·52. Licensing of the GusS. Wortham Theater Center.
(a) Alic? and George Brown Theater. License fees for occupancy of the Alice and George
Brown Theater shall be as follows:

LICENSE TABLE 12-52(a) FOR THE
ALICE AND GEORGE BROWN THEATER

TABLE INSET:

Category License Fee Tax-Exempt Rate

Per event day (for one presentation, performance $7,000.00 $2,871.00or occurrence of one event)
Per event period (for one presentation, $5,075.00 ' $2,122.00performance or occurrence of one event)
Per student everit $1,922.00 $935.00
Per non-event day $3,144.00 $1,373.00
Per non-event period $2,304.00 $1,022.00
Additional events in same time period NIA NIA

Holiday premium 1 112 times 1 1/2 times
regular rate regular rate

.

(b) Ullie and Roy Cullen Theater. License fees for occupancy of the Lillie and Roy Cullen
Theater shall be as follows:

LICENSE TABLE 12-52(b) FOR THE
LILLIE AND ROY CULLEN THEA TE~

TABLE INSET:

Category License Fee Tax-Exempt Rate

Per event day (for one presentation, performance $2,246.00 $1,874.00or occurrence of one event)
Per event period (for one presentation, $1,997.00 $1,499.00performance or occurrence of one event)
Per student event $873.00 $873.00
Per non-event day $1,248.00 $1,248.00
Per non-event period $624.00. $624.00
Additional events in same time period 1/2 regular rate 1/2 regular rate

Holiday premium 1 1/2 times 1 1/2 times
regular rate regular rate

All license fees that are expressed in dollar amounts in the foregoing license table are for
license agreements executed through and including July 31, 2009. On August 1 of each year,
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(Ord. No. 96-50, § 3,1-17-96; Ord. No. 96-1379, § 2,12-18-96; Ord. No. 03-1174, § 12, 12-3-03; Ord.
No. 08-893, §2(Exh. A), 10-8-08)

Secs. 12-54-12-60. Reserved.

DIVISION 4. PARKING RATES FOR PARKING FACILITIES

Sec. 12·61. Parking in the parking facilities.
Rates for use of the parking facilities shall be as provided in this division.

(Ord. No. 96-50, § 3, 1-17-96; Ord. No. 08-893, §2(Exh. A), 10-8-08)

Sec. 12-62. Contract parking.
(a) Subject to the provisions of section 12-64 of this Code, rates for unreserved noncontract
parking shall be as follows:

(1) Rates for contract parking in the Margaret Westerman City Hall Annex Parking
Garage shall be an amount not to exceed' $101.62, plus any applicable sales tax, per
month.

(2) Rates for contract parking in the Theater District Garage shall be an amount not to
exceed $145.00, plus any applicable sales tax, per month.

(3) Rates for contract parking in Lots C and H shall be an amount not to exceed
$46.19, plus any,applicable sales tax, per month.

(b) Subject to the provisions of section 12-64 of this Code, the director is authorized to make
reserved parking spaces available for an amount not to exceed $250.00, plus any applicable
sales tax, per space, per month.

--._. (c) The director: {ofuie mayor and on behalf ofthe citY:, may execute written--contractual--
parking agreements upon standard forms, including such terms, conditions and, stipulations as
the city attorney may approve. The director may agree to hold a number of parking spaces or an
established rate in the parking agreement for a period not to exceed three years. The
contractual rates established by the director shall include the uniform terms, conditions and
rates under which contractual parking agreements will be entered into. The provlslons of this
subsection shall apply to all parking facilities that are operated by the department.

(d) The director is authorized to extend reduced parking rates for use of the parking facilities to
those non-city employees who are permanently assigned by their employers to work in city
owned or operated office building!; and other city facilities.

(e) The fees set forth in this section shall not be applicable to elected officials of the city or
employees of the city who, consistent with city policies for personnel parking, are authorized to
park vehicles in the parking facility while at work. Those persons shall be entitled to park in their
assigned parking 'facility without charge, if the parking is incidental to the performance of their
duties of office or employment.

(Ord. No. 96-50, § 3,1-17-96; Orci. No. 96-1379, §§ 5, 6,12-18-96; Ord. No. 98-894, §§ 2, 5,10-7-98;
Ord. No. 07-1261, § 2, 11-7-07; Ord. No. 08-893, § 2(Exh. A), 10-8-08)
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TO CITY CLERK FOR PLACEMENT-ON NEXT
f~tGULAR COUNCIL AGENDA TO BE POSTED #5Ji---r----\,

MOTION 009

Since January 2006, the Los Angeles Administrative Code has fixed the daily rate to ~ch!itrge:d---::--
to all licensees at the Los Angeles,Convention and Exhibition Center at $0.32 per net square foot
of space used or occupied (Chapter 11, Section 8.149.2 "Daily Rates to Be Charged for Use of
the Various Halls for Trade Shows"). The Administrative Code does not offer the Convention
Center the flexibility to adjust this rate upward or downward to reflect market conditions,
seasonality or demand.

With the challenging economic conditions, the competitive nature of the convention center
industry, and emerging opportunities with the completion of LA Live, there is an urgent need for
a flexible pricing policy for the L.A. Convention Center, similar to the airline and hotel
industries, to enable management to offer various pricing options to event plarmers in order to
attract top quality events while maximizing City revenues.

Based on hospitality industry practices, and local market conditions, options for a rental rate
ranging up to thirty percent above or below the current rate of $0.32 per net square foot of space
used or occupied (a rangeof$0.22- $0.42!square foot) will allow the Convention Center to be
more responsive to the current market conditions and stay competitive in a fiscally responsible
marmer, even during periods of traditionally low occupancy. This flexible demand-based pricing
option would give the Convention Center the flexibility to react more effectively to the changing
dynamics of many event requirements and market conditions, thereby improving last-minute
responsetimes and meeting clients' needs in a more efficient manner, providing clients with the
greatest value for their money ..,
I THEREFORE, MOVE that the City Council instruct the City Attorney to prepare and present
an ordinance within 30 days to amend Los Angeles Administrative Code Section, 8.149.2 to
implement a flexible demand-based pricing policy for the Los Angeles Convention and
Exhibition Center and authorize the General Manager to offer pricing options up to 30 % above
or below the current rate of$0.32 per net square foot of space used or occupied (range of$0.22 -
$0.42!square foot of space used or occupied) based on demand and season equirements.
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